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In The New World,
 

You need to meet your customers
and employees where they are --

Really, where they’ve always been.

Culture Shift Team can help.
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We meet our clients where they
are and help create a vision of
what is possible.

CST clients reach even the hardest to reach 

demographics. They communicate across

cultures, generations and languages.

Our clients build trust with key stakeholders

both inside and outside the organization. 

They realign their processes and policies.

They become more innovative, addressing 

challenges and opportunities effectively. 

Ultimately, CST clients refine their brand

reputation and amplify reach.

It’s about results. 

Sales. Growth. Loyalty. Equity.



In The New World,
you listen to and understand
your customers and employees.
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Your message, services
      and products reach them
            in a seamless & caring way.
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CST helps our clients create
a vision for what is possible.

CST is an award-winning agency of leading experts in multicultural

marketing, public relations, community engagement, customer

experience, and diversity-equity-inclusion (DEI) strategy. CST

serves clients and markets across the United States

and around the globe.

All client projects begin with CST’s Signature 3-D Process:
Discover: CST researches, listens and gathers input to ensure

a data-driven approach.

Develop: CST applies proven tools to increase cultural agility,

inclusion and innovation.

Deliver: A dedicated team provides expertise to help guide

clients towards results.



Products and Services

Multicultural Marketing & Public Relations

Market Research & Analysis

Diversity-Equity-Inclusion Strategy & Consulting

Training & Development

E-learning

Language Services
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CST serves a diverse
group of clients.

CST clients make the world’s
best cars, music, ice cream,

tires, and communications systems.
Our clients are leaders in healthcare 

and pharmaceuticals. They also develop
the world’s best women leaders, 

entrepreneurs and volunteers.



CST’s Why

CST is driven by our passion to help organizations 

achieve equity and inclusion and ultimately to 

remove barriers to human potential and 

performance. Each partner at CST has experienced 

what it's like to be a member of a minority group-- 

being excluded, an afterthought, snap 

assumptions made based on identity. The team 

knows how deeply these behaviors impact 

organizations and their brands.

 

What is more, CST partners also benefit from the 

privileges of being members of majority groups that 

hold power in some way. CST firmly believes that 

change for the greater good comes when those 

people who have power extend privilege to those 

who do not. The partners know they are not alone 

in seeking the change that breaks down barriers of 

human potential. Companies seeking inclusion and 

equity -- those organizations who know that it is 

time to make the shift -- are the real change agents. 

CST is here to accelerate that change.
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www.cultureshiftteam.com

connect@cultureshiftteam.com

615.606.2772

BASED IN NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE, USA
WITH OFFICES IN DETROIT | MIAMI | SAN JUAN

25+ Signature Campaigns

     60,000+ People Trained

           60+ Years of Combined Experience

                 B2C & B2B Work and Collaborations

                       U.S. & Abroad




